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Abstract: This investigation intends to consider the present watchword plots and to framework and develop another made 

progress graphical secret word contrive. CaRP is CAPTCHA as a graphical secret key. With the mutt use of CAPTCHA 

and graphical secret key it can addresses different security issues all things considered. In information security, customer 

check is an essential issue in every system. Besides, for affirmation reason every system depends upon watchword paying 

little respect to whether it is printed mystery key or graphical secret key. CAPTCHA is a test work by PC programs 

which human can pass however PC programs can't pass. In this paper, we discuss the qualities and confinements of each 

method and show a blend of CaRP and graphical mystery scratch arrange for which is guaranteed to the essential attacks 

continued by other affirmation designs. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Client validation now-a-days is a noteworthy issue in 

validation framework. What's more, for confirmation reason 

PC security relies upon secret key. There are a few vital 

qualities of secret word.  

1. Secret key ought to be variable.  

2. It ought to rapidly and effectively executable.  

3. It should simple to recall.  

Confirmation is unavoidable undertaking in security 

where we utilize content watchword as a security system yet 

message passwords are undermine by many assaults. For 

example, phishing, savage power assault, word reference 

assault and so on among this phishing is a genuine danger to 

content based secret key. Phishing is an activity of getting 

data, for example, username, secret word, contact no. or then 

again some other information disguising. Another issue with 

content based watchword is the trouble of recalling 

passwords.  To address the issues with conventional 

username secret word validation conspire, an option 

verification technique, for example, Graphical watchword is a 

answer for content based secret key. Since human capacity to 

review pictures is more whether they are line drawing 

question or genuine protest than literary watchword. In 

Graphical secret word client set picture rather than content as  

his watchword. On account of these above focal points, there 

is a developing enthusiasm for graphical watchword. 

Notwithstanding web login application and work-stations, 

graphical passwords have likewise been utilized to ATM 

machines and cell phones. CAPTCHA (Completely 

Automated Public Turing tests to differentiate Computers and 

Humans One from the other) is programs that create tests that 

are human feasible, however present PC programs don't be 

able to comprehend them. a captcha is a program that ensure 

destinations against bots, opposing programmed ill-disposed 

assaults, and it has numerous applications for pragmatic 

security, contain online surveys, free email administrations, 

internet searcher bots, keeping from lexicon assaults, spam 

and worms and so forth.CaRP is Captcha as a graphical secret 

word. This is a mix of captcha and graphical watchword and 

utilized as a solitary element for confirmation.  

II LITERATURE SURVEY 

1]Bin B. Zhu, Je Yan, Guanbo Bao, Maowei Yang, and Ning 

Xu, ``Captcha as a Graphical Passwords A New Security 

Primitive Based on Hard AI Problems". 

Description- implemented the Captcha as Graphical 

Passwords-A New Security Primitive Based on Hard AI 

Problems. This authentication system is based on Animal 

Grid and Click text which can be used in Smartphone as well 

as desktop computers.  
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 2] S. Chiasson, A. Forget, R. Biddle, and P. C. van Oorschot 

click-points",, ``Inuencing users towards better passwords: 

Persuasive cuedIn click-based graphical passwords, 

Description- poorly chosen passwords lead to the emergence 

of hotspots – portions of the image where users are more 

likely to select click-points, allowing attackers to mount more 

successful dictionary attacks. 

[3] S. Chiasson, A. Forget, R. Biddle, and P. C. van Oorschot, 

``User interface design affects security: Patterns in click-

based graphical passwords", implemented the Science behind 

Passfaces.  

Description-In this system 3x3 grid is used. User also uses 

the human faces or a numerical keypad value this value is 

corresponds to the faces on the grid. In that at least 3 to 7 

faces user have to select for login process. But in this system 

required login time can be increased if user selects more 

passfaces. 

[4] Xiaoyuan Suo, Ying Zhu, G. Scott. Owen, “Graphical 

Passwords: A Survey”, Department of Computer Science 

Georgia State University. 

Description- Graphical password schemes have been 

proposed as a possible alternative to text-based schemes, 

motivated partially by the fact that humans can remember 

pictures better than text; psychological studies supports such 

assumption . 

[5] A. Dirik, N. Memon, and J.-C. Birget, “Modeling User 

choice in the Pass-Points graphical password scheme “Using 

hard AI issues for security is creating as an invigorating new 

perspective, yet has been under-researched. 

Description- In this paper, we show another security 

primitive in perspective of hard AI issues, to be particular, a 

novel gathering of graphical mystery key systems taking into 

account top of Captcha advancement, which we call Captcha 

as graphical passwords (CaRP) 

[6] Chippy. T and R. Nagendran, Defences Against Large 

Scale Online Password Guessing Attacks By Using 

Persuasive Click Points 

Description-A major advantage of Persuasive cued click 

point scheme is its large password space over alphanumeric 

passwords. There is a growing interest for Graphical 

passwords since they are better than Text based passwords, 

although the main argument for graphical passwords is that 

people are better at memorizing graphical passwords than 

text-based passwords. 

[7] Gao, X. Liu, S.Wang, and R. Dai, “A new graphical 

password scheme against spyware by using 

CAPTCHA,”Web is always been an open source for hackers 

to break another people system mostly using bots (automation 

software) 

Description-.Captcha is now a standard internet security  

technique to protect online email and other services from  

being abused by bots Carp as captcha as a password is 

developed for click on image to provide password. Extended 

carp is a click based graphical passwords proposed to solve. 

[8]M. Alsaleh, M. Mannan, and P. C. van Oorschot, 

“Revisiting defenses against large-scale online password 

guessing attacks,” IEEE Trans. Dependable Secure 

Computer. 

Description-In this paper, we discuss the inadequacy of 

existing and proposed login protocols designed to address 

large-scale online dictionary attacks (e.g., from a botnet of 

hundreds of thousands of nodes). We propose a new 

Password Guessing Resistant Protocol (PGRP), derived upon 

revisiting prior proposals designed to restrict such attacks. 

Captcha problem where people recognize the click but not the 

machine. 

III BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

The term graphical password was originally 

introduced by Greg Blonder in 1996. Graphical password is 

the password where user set his/her password as picture or 

image. Graphical password has been proposed as an 

alternative to text based, because human ability to recall 

pictures is more than text. Psychological studies had shown 

that people can remember pictures better than text Picture. 

Text Images are generally easier to be remembered or 

recognized than text, especially images which are even easier 

to be remembered than random images. 

Graphical passwords are divided into two important 

categories:- 

A) Recognition based techniques 

B) Recall based techniques 

A) Recognition based techniques- 

In this method client is given various pictures and 

client need to choose a pictures among them as secret word. 

At the season of verification client need to perceive their 

enlistment decision picture. In this segment we portray justify 

and negative marks of some acknowledgments .There are 

some type of this technique 

i)  Passface technique 

ii) Déjà vu technique 

iii)Story scheme technique 

i)Passface technique 

Fig1. Demonstrates the passface plot. This technique is 

created in 2000. In this human appearances utilized as secret 

key. Where client is given arrangement of human 

appearances furthermore, client need to choose on confront 

pictures pre-chosen in enrollment for a few such adjusts. 

Disadvantages of this conspire are the likelihood of a 

speculating assault is high with few confirmation rounds. 

Additionally it is effectively unsurprising or guessable. 

What's more, passface plot is  against bear surfing assaults. 
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Figure. 1. Passface technique 

ii)Déjà vu technique 

 
Figure.2  Déjà vu technique 

Shows Déjà vu scheme the Dhamjia et al. Proposed 

Déjà vu, where users will select a certain number of random 

art pictures from a set of pictures generated by a system in the 

registration phase. During authentication, the system displays 

a challenging set mixes with password image & some decoy 

images. The user must identify the password pictures. 

Moreover, the art images make it difficult to record Déjà vu 

has several drawbacks, for example, an obscure picture is 

hard to remember. Login phase take longer time than textual. 

iii)Story Scheme Technique 

Fig. 3.Shows the story scheme technique. Story only 

needs one round authentication. User have to select password 

using or creating story in mind and have to remember that 

story at the time of authentication phase. 

The story expects clients to recall the request of pictures. 

Clients who did not accept the counsel of utilizing a story to 

direct their picture determination to recall the watchword it is 

troublesome for them. 

 

 
Figure.3 Story scheme technique 

B. Recall Based Technique 

At the time of authentication a user is asked to reproduce or 

choose something which he produce or selected during the 

registration  step.It Describe following Scheme 

i)Draw–A-Secret (DAS) Scheme:- 

 
Figure .4 Draw-A-Secret technique 

It is a case of review based strategy this was proposed in 

1999. In this plan client need to draw something on 2D 

matrix. What's more, Redrawing at the season of verification 

needs to touch a similar framework in a similar arrangement. 

The disadvantage of this technique is difficult to make sure to 

attract a secret word contrast with other. Varenhorst exhibited 

the Passdoodle; enable clients to make a freehand illustration 

as a secret word without a noticeable framework. A doodle 

should required of no less than two pen-strokes anyplace on 

the screen and can be attracted various hues. The 

coordinating procedure in Passdoodle is more complex than 

in DAS.  

C. Signaled Recall Based Technique  

This is likewise called click based system. In this strategy 

client is given picture or set of pictures and client have to 

choose click point on that pictures as the secret word. Client  
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will effectively verify by entering right snap point and 

request of that point.  

1. Blonder:-  

This strategy proposed by Greg blonder. In this 

client is given pre stored pictures and need to tap district by 

pointing area on picture. Downside of this technique is 

straightforward or effectively crackable and clicking area is 

little. Blonder is the first technique used by the user as 

graphical password. 

2. Passpoint:- 

 The clickable technique pass point technique. It 

designed to overcome the limitation of Blonder technique. 

Where user have to set sequence of clicks as his password. 

And at the time of authentication user have to select correct 

order of clicks. To reduce hotspots and improve usability of 

click-based graphical password schemes, Chiasson et al. 

Proposed techniques usability and drawbacks which is 

existing. Contain text based password, Recognition based 

technique, pass faces scheme, Story scheme, Recall based 

techniques, Draw-A-Secret, Cued Recall based Techniques 

etc. 

IV CAPTCHA 

Captcha basically differentiate between human and 

computer program. There are two types of captcha text and 

Image-recognition captcha (IRC). Text captcha is recognition 

of character. it contain difficulty to understand character. And 

image captcha relies on recognition of non character object. 

4.1 CaRP:-  

Bin B. Zhu, Jeff Yan, Maowei Yang, Guanbo Bao 

and Ning Xu [1] proposed CaRP scheme. While CaRP is a 

Captcha as a graphical Password. Which is a combination of 

captcha and graphical password and used as a single entity 

for authentication. CaRP is a click-based graphical CaRP 

image is generated. CaRP image generation which turns out 

to be a CAPTCHA challenge for the user. CaRP can be 

categorized into Recognition based and Recognition-Recall 

A. Recogniton based CaRP:-  

In this framework, unbounded number of visual 

articles can be gotten to as a secret word. Groupings of 

alphanumeric visual objects are additionally utilized as a part 

of this framework.  

1. ClickText:- 

 In Clicktext captcha framework will create picture 

of number of alphanumeric characters and client need to tap 

on picture also, enter secret word in same request. It utilizes 

2D lattice.  

2. ClickAnimal:-  

To create 2D creatures with various hues, surfaces,  

postures innovation utilize 3D models of creature. It is a 

acknowledgment based CaRP plot. It creates on the highest 

point of Captcha Zoo.  

3. Creature Grid:- 

It is a mix of Click A Secret (CAS) and Click 

Animal. In this framework, right off the bat Click Animal 

picture is shown, after the creature is chosen, a picture of n*n 

network shows up. 

Table-4.1 Description of Different Technique 

Technique Usability Drawback 

Texed 

Based 

Password 

Type 

alphanumeric 

password 

Dictionary attack, Brute 

force attack 

Recognition 

Based 

Technique 

Pick several pass 

picture out of 

many choices 

Take longer to create 

than text 

Passface 

technique 

Recognized  the 

picture 

Very much predictable 

create load of decoy 

faces on db 

Story 

scheme 

technique 

Create story using 

selecting picture 

Story scheme harder to 

in compare to passface 

Recalled 

Based 

technique 

Grid in which user 

draw password 

Limitation in grid 

complexity due to 

human error 

Draw a 

secret 

User draw 

something on 2D 

grid 

User study show the 

Drawing sequence hard 

to remember 

Cued Recall 

Based 

Technique 

Click on five 

different area 

Hard to remember 

sequence of area of point 

V PROPOSED SYSTEM 

It contain six modules that is User Registration- It 

will complete user registration process. Second module. User 

Login- After complete process of registration user will try to 

login into his account Through CaRP Authentication. Third is 

User Account means he can edit his info or other activity. 

Then user will enter into fourth module File Store. User can 

store his files for ex- doc., pdf, ppt etc in his account. If user 

wants security for the file then user will set graphical 

password as click point graphical password. And the last 

module he can access his account after successfully login his 

clickable password. 
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Figure 5 Architecture Diagram 

VI METHODOLOGY 

Proposed system mainly consists of two 

authentication step. 1. Is in the time of Registration and 2. At 

the time of uploading or downloading file (or an accessing 

account). In proposed system first user will create account by 

entering details such as Username, Textual password, E-mail 

Id, Contact No.etc. Then in next window system use CaRP 

authentication Scheme. In that system generate set of images 

for the user. & ask user to select a correct graphical captcha. 

After selecting graphical captcha if this captcha is correct 

user can enter into the account otherwise not. In next while 

accessing account if user want to set the security for his/her 

files. Then he can set using the next authentication process. In 

that system will ask user that do you want security? If answer 

is yes then an image is presented to user and user has to select 

click-point as the password. And next time if the click-point 

is correct then & then he can upload & download files from 

the account. 

VII IMPLEMENTATION 

ALGORITHM OF PROPOSED SYSTEM:- 

 

 

 

VIII RESULT 

In testing session, 15 completed with no mistakes in 

proposed CaRP method based on File store while the others, 

to a greater or less extent, made some incorrect submissions. 

This captcha method gain best human success rate 92%. 75% 

of test participant say that CARP is easy to use. Or also no 

complicated operation on password. Or easy to remember 

than other text or graphical, captcha passwords High Human 

success rate shows that less chances of requiring multiple 

attempts of captcha to access account. This comparison 

shows that proposed CaRP (Captcha as a graphical password) 

system is user friendly, easy to use, language independent.  

 
Figure 6  Result Analysis 

 
Figure 7 Captcha Password 

 
Figure 8  -File Upload 
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Figure 9 -Security of  File 

IX CONCLUSION 

Alternative to textual password is graphical 

password. In this paper, a survey over existing graphical 

password protection techniques and  Captcha techniques has 

been presented. A review over the advantages and limitation 

of the password protection techniques is also presented. The 

goal of this research is study the existing graphical password 

techniques and captcha techniques & develop a new 

improved graphical password technique combined with a 

CaRP.  CaRP introduces new primitive of graphical 

password. Also password of system will easy to remember 

and highly secure. CaRP is built on Captcha technology. 

which take random images at all time. This survey on 

existing techniques will help in developing more efficient & 

secure graphical password based authentication schemes to 

provide the better security to the user data. The proposed 

system consists of text password, CaRP authentication 

scheme and individual graphical password technique. This 

technique is highly secure. It provides protection from 

various attacks on the password scheme. 
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